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1:00pm - 4:00pm

6:00pm - 6:30pm

6:55pm

7:00pm

9:00 pm

A preview of the kingfishers.

Registration and welcome.

Take your seats.

Auction – conducted by Simon Chorley.

Evening concludes. 
The prize draw for the Golden Kingfisher will happen before 9pm.
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Cover photos: Russell Sach

Live auction programme

The Cotswolds kingfishers to be auctioned will be on view at Pittville 
Pump Room on the day of the auction, 21st October, from 1pm - 4pm.

Advance preview times By supporting this project you can make 
a lasting difference to the way young 
people engage with nature and rural skills 
across the Cotswolds National Landscape. 
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Dear Friends,
Welcome. We are delighted to share with you the spectacular collection (or ‘realm’ or ‘crown’ to use their 

collective noun!) of kingfishers which have been created for the Kingfisher Trail, Cotswolds 2021. 

The creativity and enthusiasm with which our artists approached this project, and the resulting works, are 

truly inspiring. We are grateful to each and every one of the artists. Whether they transformed their kingfisher 

with a spray can, paintbrush, or decoupage; whether they drew precisely with pens and pencils or worked 

spontaneously and intuitively; whether they worked alone or in a group; whether their plans remained the same 

or the arrival of the kingfisher gave flight to their intentions – to all of you, thank you. The trail and this auction 

would be nothing without you and your generosity of spirit.  

We’re also very grateful to all our host venues. In a difficult year, they committed to the Kingfisher Trail with 

optimism and high hopes. The host venues literally joined the dots for the trail routes, and the support for the 

trail from all of them has been tremendous. 

The Kingfisher Trail has been about three things: harnessing the immense talent of local artists to help people 

engage with the Cotswolds and its towns and villages, encouraging visitors to contribute to local economies 

as we exit the coronavirus pandemic, and raising valuable funds so that we can continue to help young people 

from all backgrounds experience rural skills and the benefits of being out in the countryside. 

But the trail is more than a sum of its parts... It has been about creativity, and about making connections; about 

team work, and collaboration, and partnership. It’s been about support, and recognising the powerful potential 

of art to connect with people, whatever their backgrounds. And, it has been about acknowledging how essential 

our natural world is to all of us as individuals, and as a society. 

Each of these kingfishers is unique, and personal to the artist – that much is clear just by looking at them. 

Together though, they are a joyous and colourful celebration of what we have, what we may have already lost, 

and what we must look after into the future. 

The variety and scope of the designs is impressive. We sincerely hope that you will consider making a bid 

to secure your favourite kingfisher for your organisation, venue, or home. In so doing, you will be making a 

priceless contribution to our work across the Cotswolds National Landscape. 

Thank you,
Andy,  James,  Alana

Andy Parsons, Chief Executive, Cotswolds National Landscape

James Webb, Partnerships and Fundraising Lead, Cotswolds National Landscape

Alana Hopkins, Communications Lead, Cotswolds National Landscape

Photo: Russell Sach
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About us
Cotswolds National Landscape

Our headline 
sponsor
www.visitgloucestershire.co.uk

www.cotswoldsaonb.org.uk

The Cotswolds National Landscape is a designated Area of Outstanding Natural Beauty.  
A landscape which is protected because it means so much to all of us – those who grow up, live, 
and work here – and those who visit from further afield. At this point in time, we have a greater 
opportunity than ever before to pull together as communities across the Cotswolds, and to work 
with each other to harness our dedication and expertise to forge the future of the Cotswolds. 
As an organisation, we’re working as hard as ever to encourage people to understand the 
connections between the natural world and our own wellbeing. As Sir David Attenborough has 
said, “No one will protect what they don’t care about; and no one will care about what they have 
never experienced”. Part of our work is to help people experience nature in the Cotswolds so that 
they are inspired to help care for and about it. 

This place, the Cotswolds National Landscape, is for everyone – from all walks of life.  
In sharing it and looking after it, we will continue to create a place that is vibrant, unique, 
welcoming, and truly special – for people and for nature. We work towards ensuring that the 
Cotswolds stays a working landscape, where agriculture, communities, and nature thrive. 
Visitors should feel welcome to enjoy being here, confident about access, and motivated to give 
something back to this landscape. This should be a place where landscape, nature, and people 
work in harmony with each other. The Cotswolds will be a place that will inspire generations of 
people to look after it – now and in the years ahead.

Visit Gloucestershire has been delighted to sponsor this year’s Kingfisher Trail, a project that 
has supported the tourism sector and connected so many parts of Gloucestershire at a vital 
time. It has been a joined up approach showcasing many of the unique experiences the county  
has to offer.

We continue to encourage residents and visitors to explore this wonderful county, unearthing 
hidden gems and enjoying a wide variety of experiences as they do. Our work focuses on how 
Gloucestershire will recover as we move into the future; how the visitor economy sector could 
influence education and skills for the next generation; the effects of a climate emergency and 
environment; a connected county; and sustainability and accessibility. We want everyone to feel 
welcome and safe, we want Gloucestershire to thrive.

Photo: Lydia Booth

https://www.visitgloucestershire.co.uk/
https://www.cotswoldsaonb.org.uk/
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This auction will 
support our work 
introducing young people 
to the countryside 
and rural skills

Traditional rural skills like dry stone walling, 
hedge laying, coppicing, stone carving, and 
woodland management are a precious part of 
the history of our landscape. Many of these skills 
have played a role in shaping the distinctive and 
unique appearance of the Cotswolds. Changes 
in land management practices over the past 
century have left many of these features 
untended and falling into disrepair.

Our hope is that by sharing these fascinating and 
practical skills, we can inspire future generations 
to pick them up – as careers and hobbies – and 
by keeping rural skills alive, contribute to the 
ongoing care of this magnificent landscape. 

We recognise that access to the countryside 
isn’t the same for everyone. We want to 
work on the way we invite young people 
to join in with these activities, and develop 
ways for young people from all walks  
of life to have the same opportunities to 
participate. We have had success doing this 
previously with our rural skills in schools work, 
and in our pilot project with the Prince’s Trust 
and Young Gloucestershire. We want to take 
these success stories, and build on them so that 
we can introduce more and more young people 
to careers and hobbies they may never have 
considered before.

Our heartfelt thanks to all those who have given their 
time, energy, enthusiasm, and expertise to this year’s 
Kingfisher Trail.

To the artists and their support networks; to our host 
venues; to our headline sponsor Visit Gloucestershire; 
to the team at Art of Fundraising; to Encore PR; to 
Cotswold Life; to our colleagues and board members… 
and most of all, to all the people who downloaded 
the app, participated in and enjoyed the trail, posted 
pictures of the kingfishers on social media, and helped 
spread the word. We hope each and every one of you is 
proud of what we’ve all achieved together. Thank you.

Thank you

Photo: Alana Hopkins
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MORRIS MAJOR
Created by: Inkie

No: 01

Inkie’s art is characterised by a unique collaboration of graffiti and figurative imagery. His 
widely recognised “Ink Nouveau’ style draws on Art Nouveau influences, with an unmistakable 
urban twist. Inkie’s kingfisher is influenced by the work of Arts and Crafts movement pioneer,  
William Morris. 
 
Named in Timeout’s Top 100 most influential UK creatives 2012, Tom Bingle, aka Inkie, has emerged 
as one of the most prolific graffiti writers in UK history. Inkie has painted with some of the most 
notorious artists in the scene, including Banksy, Nick Walker and Massive Attack’s 3D. His work has 
been published in books such as Banksy’s Bristol, Children of the Can, Concrete Canvas, Street 
Fonts, 100 European Graffiti Artists and Graffiti World. His much sought after pieces have gained 
a celebrity following, as well as featuring in respected magazines such as Rolling Stone, GQ and 
Dazed & Confused, and graffiti documentaries, including the infamous ‘Bomb It’.

Inkie has much association with Bristol – a city with a strong street art heritage. He has 
murals around the Bristol area and has participated in the annual Upfest in the city, which is 
deemed the largest free urban paint festival in Europe.  In 2011 and 2012, Inkie was named as 
the organiser for See No Evil - a major street event, in which the city is turned into Europe’s  
largest outdoor gallery.

SPONSOR: Chipping Campden Town Trust Photos: Russell Sach
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THE OWL & THE PUSSYCAT
Created by: PJ Crook

No: 02

Most of my piece is taken up by Edward Lear’s nonsense poem as I wanted it be educational too, 
in a fun way. It also appears on the kingfisher as if written in a book that appears three times 
with two different pages appearing for each verse.

The nonsense poems of the artist Edward Lear (b.1812) have travelled through time bringing 
great joy to generation after generation of children and adults. I wanted my kingfisher to be 
primarily a work that would not only entertain but also educate and perhaps make both young 
and old smile.

SPONSOR: Just Gems Photos: Russell Sach
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AVIUM GLORIA
Created by: Shiloha Levi

No: 03

PRE-SOLD

With my kingfisher I wanted to show how much they are a part of the river where they hunt and 
fish, mate and fight, live and die. So I have painted my one by incorporating river life and lake.
Local rivers, lakes and streams have been the inspiration for my kingfisher. In fact, just a short 
distance from the ancient ruins of Hailes Abbey lies a spring-fed lake built hundreds of years 
ago to supply fish to the monks, and now stocked with fish by the current owners at Hayles Fruit 
Farm. Here, I love to walk around this tranquil backwater, taking photographs which are then 
turned into oil sketches and paintings. I love the light on the trees, the shadows on the water, 
drawing and painting the water lilies, and carefully examining the shallows which in spring teem 
with tadpoles and baby frogs.

Nearer to home is the cheeky, bubbling Isbourne river, also a constant source of artistic 
inspiration for me. 

SPONSOR: Sudeley Castle & Gardens Photos: Russell Sach
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EZANA AXUM
Created by: Phill Blake

No: 04

The kingfisher is renowned for attracting attention though its bright and bold colourings. 
The plumage of a kingfisher is often considered to be exotic in colour in comparison to other 
birds native to Britain. 

The colour scheme I have chosen to work with is designed to stand out against a natural 
surrounding, as does a kingfisher in reality, but also I have taken a play on the part of the 
word ‘king’ and have taken inspiration from colours traditionally associated with royalty and 
ecclesiastic ornaments. The red, white and blue elements of my piece also represent Great 
Britain. The gold symbolizes the sun, but also creates a reaction to the sun and reflects the light 
from the sun back at the viewer. I have used decorative elements, which I have selected from 
my recent body of surface pattern design work to embellish the various surfaces of the bird.  
The patterns chosen are symmetrical in nature but also, organic – symbolising both 
order and chaos.

My pattern designs are inspired by the Arts and Crafts movement, in particular William Morris 
and the Neo-Gothic Victorian artist and architect A. Welby Pugin. My piece was created using 
spray paint and acrylic, two materials that I use regularly within my art practice.

SPONSOR: The Bicycle Hub Photos: Russell Sach

PRE-SOLD
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ART SHAPE
Created by: Artshape & Harriet West 

No: 05

Our kingfisher is born from the melding of ideas from 12 artists, who all face barriers to practice 
and have been working together on a nature inspired project at Westonbirt. They identified 
major themes such as place, landscape, waterways, flora and fauna and the need to protect 
them. These came together to form a map.

The most beautiful map we knew was the medieval mappa mundi housed locally in Hereford 
Cathedral. We placed Art Shape at the centre of the world of Gloucestershire and went from 
there, charting the waterways, land and heavens.

We referenced the navigational skills of the kingfisher and its internal GPS linked to the magnetic 
field of the Earth, local landmarks, and history and took flights of fancy to produce mythical 
creatures, beasts and tribes.

The kingfisher emerges from a treasure cave in the bowels of the earth, the plundering of which 
led to the creeping industrialisation that bleeds into our beautiful countryside.

SPONSOR: WWT Slimbridge Wetland Centre Photos: Russell Sach
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PAUSE FOR THOUGHT...
Created by: National Star Students & Louise Adams

No: 06

Due to Covid restrictions and availability of students it meant that art tutor Louise had to be 
creative with how individuals could access this project. A range of students with a diverse array 
of abilities took part in the decoupage decoration which unfolded. Some took responsibility for 
different parts of ‘Kenny’ the Fisher King, focussing on the head or the feet or the back. Many 
who were not able to get hands on with the application process took responsibility for painting 
individual feathers, later to be applied by others. It was a real group effort. The colours were kept 
true to life for the students who find abstract concepts challenging. We have a word of the year, 
designed to give staff and students a ‘hook’ for creative work throughout the year. This year it 
is ‘Pause’ (Paws, Pours, Pores). This has certainly been a year where we have all taken stock – 
stopped for a moment – and reflected on many things. Students took time to discuss how they 
have been feeling in these uncertain times and came up with words to apply to the kingfisher’s 
feathers – to make their mark and record their thoughts. Aerial dance students took part in an 
aerial session pouring orange paint on to a large canvas. This was then prepared to create the 
breast plumage for Kenny. During testing times, this has been a project of colour, collaboration, 
inclusion and hope. Thank you from National Star.

SPONSOR: Stroud Town Council Photos: Russell Sach
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PETAL
Created by: Curtis Hylton 

No: 07

The inspiration behind my work comes from my fascination of blending fauna and flora together 
to create a perfectly balanced hybrid of the two. This project has offered the chance to translate 
this practice to a 3D physical surface and I thoroughly enjoyed moving away from the walls to 
bring ‘Petal’ to life.

The colourway is loosely inspired by the colour combinations found on different species around 
the globe - however I wanted her to almost become part of whatever environment she inhabits 
so the palette was desaturated and made more earthly.

SPONSOR: Lock Keeper’s Café & Cotswold Canals Trust Photos: Russell Sach
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GRETA
Created by: Russell Haines 

No: 08

‘Greta’ is my small homage to Greta Thunberg and Extinction Rebellion.
We are living in an emergency where our planet and its future is under threat.
So act as if your house is on fire, because it is, and begin to respect existence or expect resistance.

SPONSOR: Stonehouse Town Council Photos: Russell Sach
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KEVIN THE KINGFISHER
Created by: Jenny Westbrook

No: 09

I knew this would be a challenge because I have never done anything like this before, I was 
unsure how I would approach it because my method of working is to go straight in with the paint 
without a plan, but in this case, I was painting a bird, something that wasn’t abstract. I had to 
start again a couple of times before I could cope with painting on a 3D object as well, but in the 
end, it was fun and uplifting and I just cracked on with the task. I decided that I would stick very 
loosely to kingfisher colours i.e., blue back and wing feathers with a touch of shimmery silver, a 
golden orange breast and dark beak, the rest is freewheeling, it is about what I feel like doing on 
that day, playing that music and painting whatever feels and looks good, I ended up by adding 
bits of collage, editing out and balancing all the shapes and forms and that is how I approach 
all my work. 

As I was working on him, he developed a personality, a definite identity, I called him ‘Kevin King’, 
he became a mystical creature with a touch of the con–man, I’d come into my studio and say 
‘Morning, Kevin!’ and I swear, a couple of times he almost winked at me. I shall miss him when he 
flies off to be with his mates on the trail, but who am I to keep a bird caged up?

SPONSOR: The New Inn Photos: Russell Sach
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WONDERFISHER
Created by: Martha Lightfoot

No: 10

My first thought about the design for the kingfisher was to cover it with dense foliage, using a 
palette of blues and oranges. I decided to wait until it arrived and see what ideas it sparked, 
rather than design it on paper. When I saw the kingfisher, my vision for it changed. On my wall I 
had a piece of paper that I’d used to test different colours of ink. I loved the way that the colours 
overlapped and shone through the layers, with plenty of white to give them breathing space. I 
realised I wanted the kingfisher to have something of that quality.

I began making big swishy marks all over the kingfisher in blue and orange, without much of a 
plan. I expanded my palette to include several greens, some pinks, and a little yellow and red. 
Initially I used diluted acrylic paints to try and capture the feel of those inky marks, and I built up 
the layers, sometimes using a dry brush for texture. At this stage I didn’t think too much about 
where the marks went. 

When I experimented with outlining a leafy shape with thicker white paint, I suddenly knew how 
I wanted the kingfisher to look. Some brush marks on her back seemed a bit like a bird shape, 
which was when I realised there would be birds as well as plants.

Most of the shapes were unplanned, suggested by the colourful marks that I made in that first 
layer. My studio is full of unusual plants that I’m looking after for a friend, and some of these 
inspired the leaves on the kingfisher, along with the trees that I see from my window in Stroud.

SPONSOR: Newark Park National Trust Photos: Russell Sach
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WE ARE ALL MIGRANTS
Created by: Andy ‘Dice’ Davies

No: 11

My piece is called ‘We are all migrants’ and takes inspiration from the pygmy rufous backed 
kingfisher, a tiny but brightly coloured bird that migrates around the world. Often seen as a 
symbol of freedom and welcomed wherever they chose to go, it is a shame we cannot afford 
this simple luxury to people as well as birds. There is a QR code on the back of my kingfisher 
which takes the viewer on an immersive trip through WH Davies’ The Kingfisher poem. In this 
wonderful work, Davies extolls ‘It was the Rainbow gave thee birth, And left thee all her lovely 
hues;’ much as this Earth has left us as people. It goes on to honour the kingfisher as a humble 
bird that could rightly take its place at the King’s table but chooses to live a solitary life along 
the riverbank beneath the weeping willow. 

Just as many people are forced to hide their true colours and take menial jobs in a new world 
whilst hope still burns brightly inside them. I chose the Genus, family and species names to go 
along the wings and back of the bird in Latin but in a graffiti style to show that, when one goes 
back, we are all one people and that art has no boundaries. The chest tattoo symbolises the 
interconnectedness of all things. I hope you like it.

SPONSOR: Alderley Photos: Russell Sach
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JACO,  IN MEMORY OF MARK HOWELL
Created by: Emma Howell

No: 12

First and foremost, Jaco is a tribute to my Dad, who passed away in 2016. As a local bassist, he put 
Cheltenham on the map for music in the 1980s with the opening of his guitar shop Aroundabout 
Sound. So, I named my kingfisher Jaco after his role model, the bassist Jaco Pastorius.

For the last 4 years, my practice as an artist has predominately evolved from a place of grief 
and loss, as it was painting and drawing that became my method of healing. My yearning to 
create urged me to step outside and explore the ‘new world’ I was living in without my Dad – and 
putting artwork out into the public eye (including Jaco) has given me the opportunity to extend 
my Dad’s creative legacy. 

In regards to the design of Jaco, I found it important to honour the beautiful kingfisher itself by 
using the true feather colour palette - deep teal, ultramarine, cobalt, burnt orange and gold. The 
ideologies behind my work typically focus on authenticity, spontaneity, nature and humanness. 
To put it more simply, I translate perceptions of life onto surfaces. So, to stay true to my practice 
as an artist, I wanted to approach Jaco with the same philosophy.

You will find olive greens taken from the view of Cleeve Hill from my kitchen window; quick coiled 
paint marks to represent our brisk Cotswold weather; long smooth brush stokes to suggest 
moments of tranquil; rough pastel textures and meandering pencil contours for the hiking trails 
close to home, and bold patches of orange, peach and ultramarine to hint at the kingfisher’s 
fierce resilience. Jaco will not only take you on an abstract adventure of the Cotswolds, but also 
give you a calm moment to get lost in marks and textures made by hand. There are errors, marks 
of frustration and scribbled thoughts, but there are also lovingly applied strokes that layer up to 
reveal the true beauty of the bird.

SPONSOR: Moreton-in-Marsh Town Council Photos: Russell Sach
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CROWN OF KINGFISHERS
Created by: Peachzz

No: 13

The UK has one of many different kingfisher species globally, I wanted to create a piece that 
illustrates the connection between local and global environments. The piece includes four 
kingfishers that merge into one another, the Common, the Green, the White-throated and the 
Oriental Dwarf kingfishers. All four varieties can be found worldwide from Europe to Asia. We 
are so lucky to have such a beautiful bird species here in the UK, and that in itself needs to be 
celebrated, which is what this piece represents. 

My work primarily looks at birds and wildlife, so I created this piece in my typical expressive style 
while using a vibrant, bold colour palette. The piece was created using a mix of spray paint 
and acrylic paints, using various mark-making techniques to give the piece movement and 
life. The piece is named after the collective noun for a group of kingfishers which is a crown of 
kingfishers. I find it inspiring the incredible variety we have within our natural ecosystems, which 
I hope to convey in this piece.

SPONSOR: Stow-on-the-Wold Town Council Photos: Russell Sach
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LOCKDOWN LOVE BIRD
Created by: Imogen Harvey-Lewis

No: 14

Love comes in all shapes and flavours. Lockdown Love bird is an illustration of living though 
lockdown and the counter intuitive notion of socially distancing from someone you love. 
Taking delight in the natural world, animated figures nestle within the feathers of the 
majestic kingfisher, whilst little birds perch alongside. During the pandemic, nature has been 
a constant uplifter and delight. My design celebrates our living alongside the natural world. 

The printed text within Love Bird is a love poem, lilting around the form from hand to 
chest to speech bubble. It is taken from my short, illustrated book, Rubbish (published 
Yew Tree Press in 2021), which delicately and frankly describes the incredulous 
ordeal of physically distancing from a loved one during this past lockdown year. 

I hope that its poignancy and topicality ring true with many of you and that the dose 
of wry humour with which it was written does not go amiss. The bite sized snippets 
of text piece together however you feel, though there is a definitive order intended. 

The characters that adorn Love Bird represent us all. They are both feisty, expressive, 
and calm. I love to play with scale in my illustration and to invent my characters to fit the 
intent. Working around such an unusual 3D shape has been a challenge, but also suggested 
configurations that may not have come about otherwise. I wanted my kingfisher to reflect my 
signature style of drawing, namely pen and ink, heavily hatched, emotive characterisation,  
and the integral use of words.

SPONSOR: Notgrove Trust Photos: Russell Sach
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METAMORPHOSIS
Created by: Ed Swarez

No: 15

This piece is all about change.  Its aim is to celebrate the diversity of our countryside ecosystems 
and to highlight the constant state of flux they find themselves in. 

My original plan, ironically, also changed from something very challenging to something very 
beautiful. And for me that’s all about colour and form. Whether it’s solid blocks or delicate blends, 
the tonal range of colour is staggering. Myself and Ady wanted to capture the vibrancy of nature 
and show it off in as diverse a range of colour as possible. This led us to bringing that out of an 
emerging kingfisher in true Swarez style! Colour, detail, vibrancy and energy. 

It’s this emerging theme that’s a constant when we consider change. Our continued urbanisation 
of rural areas forces change across habitats and the wildlife that occupy them. And through all 
those challenges and changes I’d like to think that we can all survive and thrive as long as we 
have respect for what lies around us and can learn to work with change, not force it.

SPONSOR: Bibury Trout Farm Photos: Russell Sach
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GHILLIE
Created by: Kerry Phippen

No: 16

When I was considering how to paint my own kingfisher, my initial thoughts were the iridescent 
flashes of turquoise and orange associated with a glimpse of this little beauty. I had only 
seen kingfishers a couple of times in real life, once by the river Spey in the Cairngorms as 
a child, and much more recently at the back of the garden centre café in Nailsworth!  

In terms of design, I strongly feel that the kingfisher is perfectly designed by nature itself so 
I felt that my job was to follow that design and try to emulate the beauty and glamour of its 
features. I have so enjoyed creating the softness and featheriness of this beautiful bird and have 
painted the plumage using irridescent acrylics to capture that magical sheen and shimmer.  

The crown was added much later on in the painting process as I pondered the meaning of the 
name ‘King’ fisher and felt compelled to add a crown of fish, intertwined with sprigs of rosemary 
for extra flavour.  The stripey socks are inspired by a personal obsession with all things striped 
and add a touch of humour.

SPONSOR: Lechlade on Thames Town Council Photos: Russell Sach
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HALCYON DAYS
Created by: Katie B Morgan

No: 17

My design  idea for my kingfisher arrived in my head straight away. I often have lots of ideas, 
think them through, draw ideas out, but not this time. I love pattern and colour, so I wanted to 
create patterns using as many river animals and insects as I could, along with different painting 
techniques.  Most of my day to day work involves research, and I like each piece to have hidden 
stories with lots to find.  My aim was for everyone to enjoy but also to hopefully inspire people to 
read more books, learn and get out into our beautiful countryside.

Halcyon days mean a time of happiness, calm and peace, but it is also the Greek name for a 
kingfisher. My initial thoughts for my decoration was my love of nature and my daily work involving 
‘British Folk Art’, so I linked the two using fairground, canal and other traditional paint techniques.  

I wanted to create a character, so I dressed it in a pattern of bullrush check trousers, ducks to fish 
waistcoat (after MC Escher), and a jacket of dragon and mayflies. The fishing creel is full of books 
relating to water, including my own ‘Words from the Canal’, and the Severn and Radcot bridges 
are reflected in the eyes. 

There are lots of details to look for, including a water shrew and a water vole, water moth, 
peacock butterfly, stag beetle, water forget-me-not, rainbow, pussy willow, freshwater 
snails, frogs, a pattern of elvers, the Severn Bore timetable, and the Cotswolds National  
Landscape logo.

SPONSOR: Relish (Waterside Kitchen & Bar) Photos: Russell Sach
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WALKING WITH YOU
Created by: Albie Lucas

No: 18

My initial idea for my kingfisher was to use the surface of the bird as a blank canvas for my small 
drawings and poetry. I wanted the theme to be about young people and how, like birds, they 
are free but also fragile. For me, the work is about the necessary but precarious act of taking 
flight and leaving home. When making the work I was thinking about small personal feelings of 
freedom and joy, tinged with fear and sadness as well as more universal experiences.

I developed this idea by looking at ceramicists such as Grayson Perry, who works on large pots, 
and how narrative can be affected by the surface that it’s on. A different story can be created 
depending on where you start looking on the three-dimensional object. I chose the vibrant 
yellow because I wanted my kingfisher to look really striking in order to draw people closer in to 
look at the smaller more subtle drawings and poetry on the surface.

I would love people to be able look closely at it and move around it, to look at it from different 
angles and to be able to make up and imagine their own stories of taking flight.

SPONSOR: Cricklade Town Council Photos: Russell Sach
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HOMECOMING
Created by: Gemma Compton

No: 19

After a year of uncertainty, fear and distance ‘Homecoming’ represents the emergence from 
various lockdowns and restrictions, spreading our wings to reconnect with the people we love. 

My art has travelled across the world but I have never exhibited a painting in the town that I grew 
up in and called home. The Kingfisher Trail has connected my creative process with my family 
who still live here in the Cotswolds and I hope it will bring joy as we all start to reconnect in the 
coming months.

‘Homecoming’ embodies hope with signs of new life (blooms) and freedom (butterflies/wings) 
and a homage to a tenacious little bird, a symbol of the resilience and versatility that we have 
all needed to get through the dark times of this pandemic.

SPONSOR: Tetbury Town Council and The Feoffees of Tetbury Photos: Russell Sach
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ALL HAIL THE KINGFISHER
Created by: Hannah Dyson

No: 20

I think of the kingfisher as a truly magical creature. There is a real feeling of excitement and 
privilege when you see their vibrant little forms speed over the water’s surface. I wanted to 
create a character that would feed into my love of folk and fairy tales. 

The name ‘Kingfisher’ already denotes royalty, but I wanted to turn my version into a mythical folk 
beast, a lord of the waterways adored by all the insects and fairy creatures, reigning supreme 
in his watery world.

SPONSOR: Royal Wootton Bassett Town Council Photos: Russell Sach
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WAIT A MINNOW
Created by: Tracy Spiers

No: 21

I am an illustrator and writer who is passionate about helping others reconnect with childlike 
wonder and playfulness, which we often forget we have. Having worked as a journalist for over 
30 years, my projects usually start with a play on words or pun. 

So, when PJ Crook asked me to be part of this wonderful trail, ‘Wait a Minnow,’ immediately came 
to mind. I knew from previous research that this small, elusive bird eats its weight in minnow 
every day, but it also has to wait patiently in order to catch the fish. We too have to wait more 
than a few minutes if we want to spot the kingfisher’s amazing flash of electric blue. My colourful 
punny kingfisher is full of grumpy fish - and a few that got away. On the front are references to 
weight and scales; on the back are hints at time and clocks with a few more fun fish puns. 

My lovely mother-in-law Gill died of the cruel illness, Motor Neurone Disease in January 2020. 
Her favourite bird was the kingfisher and she would often get up early to watch them along the 
banks of the River Avon near her home in Evesham. I have been running for over 35 years and 
love pounding the canal and river banks, at one with nature. On the anniversary of her death,  
I ran parallel to a flying kingfisher. It was magical. My bright cheerful kingfisher is a tribute to her. 
I hope it makes you smile!

SPONSORS: 

Photos: Russell Sach
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SULIS THE KINGFISHER
Created by: GUY WARNER

No: 22

The inspiration for my kingfisher design comes from my passion for the landscape of the 
Cotswolds and in particular the conservation of that landscape. The Cotswold Hills are home to 
such a rich patchwork of woods, fields, rivers, hedgerows and meadows and I have celebrated 
aspects of each of these in my design. I feel it is more important than ever that we are not 
complacent about the precious natural resources we have and that we keep working to protect 
them. The importance of this is highlighted perfectly by a project such as the Kingfisher Trail.

I especially wanted to include a reference to the watercourses of the Cotswolds because of the 
obvious relevance to kingfishers and the importance of water in conservation of wildlife and the 
landscape as a whole. The back of my kingfisher features a river which symbolises the various 
streams of the Cotswolds’ valleys.

I have named my kingfisher “Sulis” after the Celtic goddess of the thermal waters at Bath, later 
adopted by the Romans and worshipped as Sulis Minerva. Sulis the kingfisher will be displayed at 
Iford Manor Gardens which sit on the banks of the river Frome, giving a connection to the ancient 
waterways of Bath and the South Cotswolds.

The style and colour palette I have used, as with my landscape paintings, is drawn from my love 
of early twentieth century design, particularly poster art of the 1920s and 1930s. The geometric 
patterned elements are inspired by the architecture of the many wonderful Norman Churches 
we have scattered throughout the Cotswolds… and just a hint of ancient Egyptian and Byzantine 
design thrown in for good measure!

SPONSOR: Iford Manor Photos: Russell Sach
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Auction Details

The Auction

The Kingfisher Trail Cotswolds, 2021 auction 
will take place at Pittville Pump Room, East 
Approach Drive, Cheltenham, GL52 3JE, on 
21st October 2021. There is no admission fee to 
attend the auction, however capacity is limited 
- so please come expecting to bid, rather than 
to spectate. Arrival is at 6pm, with a welcome 
from the Cotswolds National Landscape team 
around 6.30pm. The auction, conducted  
by Simon Chorley, will begin at 7.00pm.

Absentee and telephone bidding

Condition of lots 

Bidding at auction

Bidding in person

To book a telephone line or leave an absentee bid please call James on 07815 195 610 or email 
james.webb@cotswoldsaonb.org.uk. Please note all absentee bids must be received by the 
organisers by 6.00pm on Wednesday 20th October 2021, and all telephone bids must be booked 
by this time. Please indicate that you wish to bid on the Kingfisher Trail Cotswolds, 2021 live 
auction when telephoning or emailing.

Prospective buyers are encouraged to inspect the kingfishers at the advance preview. The 
kingfishers will be sold as seen.

Bids may be executed in person by paddle number during the auction, in writing prior to the sale, 
or by telephone during the auction.

If you are bidding in person, you will need to complete a registration form prior to the auction 
commencing at Pittville Pump Room, East Approach Drive, Cheltenham, GL52 3JE and collect a 
numbered paddle. Please ensure that your paddle can be seen by the auctioneer and that it 
is your number that is called out. Should there be any doubts as to the price or buyer, please 
draw the auctioneer’s attention to it immediately. All lots sold will be invoiced to the name and 
address to which the paddle has been registered and cannot be transferred to other names and 
addresses. Please do not mislay your paddle; in the event of loss, inform the registration desk 
immediately. At the end of the sale, please return your paddle to the registration desk.

The auction

Payment

Storage and collection

Consecutive and responsive bidding – the auctioneer may open the bidding on any lot by 
placing a bid on behalf of the seller. The auctioneer may further bid on behalf of the seller up to 
the amount of the reserve by placing consecutive or responding bids for a lot.

Invoices for the kingfishers will be issued on the evening or soon thereafter. Payment is due 
within 48 hours of receiving an invoice, ideally by bank transfer.

Cheques should be made payable to Cotswolds Conservation Board. Kingfishers will be released 
when payments have cleared.

Following the auction all kingfishers will be stored for a limited period. Once payments have been 
received, buyers may arrange their own collection, or liaise with Cotswolds National Landscape
to arrange delivery.
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The Kingfisher Trail 2021 flew 
across the Cotswolds National 

Landscape with in kind support 
from the following, and to them,  

we offer our sincere thanks: 

Many thanks to the teams 
who helped develop and deliver 

the Kingfisher Trail 2021,

Chorley’s - Fine Art Auctioneers & Valuers has a long-established 
reputation as one of the region’s leading specialists in art and antiques 
valuations and sales. They are also one of the oldest firms of chartered 
surveyors and property consultants.

www.chorleys.com

Since 1967, Cotswold Life has been celebrating the diversity of this 
region by sharing the very best it has to offer with readers. Interviews, 
destination guides, home and garden inspiration, insightful heritage 
and landscape features, farming and countryside issues, and more – 
Cotswold Life is a monthly dive into what makes this place so special.

www.greatbritishlife.co.uk/magazines/cotswold

Encore PR is an integrated marketing communications 
agency based in Gloucestershire. We deliver a wide 
range of effective PR, marketing and design services.

www.encorepr.co.uk

The Art of Fundraising & Tourism specialises in the 
development and management of Art Sculpture trails 
and are a one-stop-shop for creating, delivering and 
managing bespoke public arts tourism recovery and 
fundraising initiatives in Ireland, the UK and Switzerland. 

Get in touch: dave@theartoffundraising.org
www.theartoftourism.org

The Cheltenham Trust works to enrich the lives of Cheltenham’s residents 
and visitors through a vibrant cultural economy and a distinctive sense 
of place. The Cheltenham Trust runs Pittville Pump Room, The Wilson, 
Leisure at Cheltenham, and Cheltenham Town Hall.

www.cheltenhamtrust.org.uk

I love being a photographer. My freelance journey began in 1999, and I 
now work on regular commissions for editorial, PR, and corporate clients 
nationwide. Creating visually strong images – which both enlighten 
and inform readers – has been my life’s passion, and my work can 
be regularly seen in print and online for the Daily Telegraph, Sunday 
Telegraph, and The Times.

www.russellsach.com

The Sub Rooms is a unique hub: Stroud’s home for creativity and joy, 
providing an innovative programme of music, dance, theatre, visual 
arts, spoken word, exhibitions, and workshops.

The Sub Rooms is a community-focused, accessible venue with well-
appointed and flexible performance spaces, as well as welcoming bar 
and cafe facilities.

www.thesubrooms.co.uk




